
In October, the Chinese government released

political prisoners Fong Fuming and Kang Yu-

chun in the lead-up to the EU-China bilateral

dialogue in November. Although these releas-

es are welcome, the ideology allowing for the

imprisonment of those expressing dissenting

opinions remains firmly entrenched. In order

to make real and lasting strides towards a

positive human rights record, the PRC must

release all prisoners of conscience and stop

imprisoning those who speak their minds. In

this issue of CRF we highlight the following

prisoners, whose cases and current situa-

tions are particularly egregious.

APPEAL FOR IMPRISONED ACTIVISTS

Labor activists Yao Fuxin, 52, and Xiao Yun-

liang, 56, who were featured in two previous

action pages this year, have been imprisoned

since March 2002. Yao and Xiao were arrest-

ed for their participation in labor pro-tests

and charged with subversion on January 15,

2003 by the Liaoyang City Intermediate

People’s Court. Following their conviction on

May 9, Yao was sentenced to seven years in

prison while Xiao was sentenced to four years.

They were transferred on October 8 from

Jinzhou Prison to the notorious Lingyuan

Prison, considered one of the most brutal

penal colonies in China. Both Yao and Xiao

are in poor health; Yao has heart problems

and symptoms of stroke, and Xiao was report-

edly going blind and unable to recognize fami-

ly members at the time of his trial last Jan-

uary. According to reports, the health condi-

tions of both Yao and Xiao have deteriorated

rapidly since their transfer to Lingyuan Prison

because of a lack of proper medical facilities.

Both are in need of urgent medical care.

Gong Shengliang, 47, the founder of the

South China Church,was arrested on charges

of “premeditated assault,” “using a cult to

undermine implementation of the law” and

rape in August 2001 and sentenced to death

on December 29, 2001. The cult charges

were eventually dropped and the death sen-

tence was commuted to life in prison, but the

assault charge was upheld despite public

statements by four witnesses who said they

were tortured into signing statements

against Gong. In June, Gong’s lawyer and fel-

low church member, Xiao Biguang, publicly

revealed that Gong was being subjected to 

torture while imprisoned at the Jingzhou

Prison in Hubei Province because he pro-

fessed his faith, refused to admit guilt and

requested an appeal for his verdict to be over-

turned. Gong is reportedly near death as a

result of the beatings he has received. Xiao

Biguang himself was arrested on September

26,2003,and is currently in detention on

charges of incitement to subvert state power.

Lawyer Zheng Enchong, 53, who is featured

in this month’s Prisoner Profile, was sen-

tenced to three years in prison on October

28, 2003 for “illegally providing state secrets

to entities outside of China” in connection

with his assistance to victims of Shanghai’s

forced relocation program. Please see the

prisoner profile for more information. 

Jin Haike,Xu Wei,Yang Zili and Zhang

Honghai, all aged around 30,were members

of the New Youth Society, founded in May

2000 to study and discuss political and social

reforms. Members of the study group pub-

lished their findings and theoretical ideas on

the Internet and took trips to the countryside

to research democratic elections and social

conditions. The Beijing State Security Bureau

detained all four men on March 13,2001. On

August 28,2001 they were tried by Beijing’s

First Intermediate People’s Court on charges

of “incitement to subvert state power,” and

were found guilty of the charge on October 28,

2003. Jin and Xu were each sentenced to ten

years in prison,while Yang and Zhang were

each sentenced to eight years. In November a

Beijing court rejected their appeals. The four

men have repeatedly informed the First

Intermediate People’s Court that they have

been tortured in prison, but the court has

refused to order an investigation into the

claims. Jin, Xu, Yang and Zhang are currently

being held at the Beijing State Security Bureau

Detention Center

Please join the international community in

calling for the immediate and uncondition-

al release of these and other human rights

defenders and Internet activists. Please

send letters to the designated addresses

below, emphasizing the need for free flow

of information and the right to exercise

freedom of expression, and the right to

assembly. Where appropriate, express con-

cern for  medical conditions and demand

immediate and appropriate treatment.

Gong Shengliang: held at Jingzhou Prison

Governor

Hubei Provincial People’s Government 

Wuhanshi 

Hubei Sheng, PRC

Jin Haike, Xu Wei, Yang Zili and Zhang

Honghai: held at the Beijing State Security

Bureau Detention Center

Mayor Wang Qishan

Beijing Municipal People’s Government

Beijingshi Renmin Zhengfu 

2 Zhengyilu, Dongchengqu

Beijingshi 100744, PRC

Yao Fuxin and Xiao Yunliang: held at the

Lingyuan Prison

Governor

Liaoning Provincial People’s Government

Shengzhang, Liaoningsheng Renmin

Zhengfu

45 Huangguqu, Beiling Dajie

Shenyangshi 110032

Liaoningsheng, PRC

Fax: 0086 24 86892112 

E-mail: Insfxxc@online.In.cn

Zheng Enchong: held at the Shanghai

Public Security Bureau Detention Center

Mayor Han Zheng

Shanghai Municipal People’s Government 

Shanghaishi Renmin Zhengfu 

30 Fuzhoulu 

Shanghaishi 200002, PRC

In addition, send copies of letters 

expressing medical concern to:

Chinese Medical Association, 42 Dongsi

Xidajie, Beijing 100710, PRC

Fax: 86-10-6512-3754; e-mail:

cmafrd@public3.bta.net.cn

Send copies of above appeals to:

President Hu Jintao, Chinese Communist

Party, Yongdingmen Street, Beijing

100032, PRC

Prime Minster Wen Jiaobao, Guowuyuan,

9 Xihuangchenggenbeijie, Beijing 100032,

PRC

National People’s Congress, Quanguo

Renmin Dahuitang, 19 Xijiaominxiang,

Xichengqu, Beijing 100805, PRC
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